Abstract. This article examines representational strategies used by the Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Nation to define and display cultural authenticity-in tribal, regional, and pan-Indian terms-in public, tourist spaces. It focuses upon the articulation of cultural identity, and narratives of the exotic and the authentic, in two major tribally owned and operated sites of representation on the Mashantucket Reservation: the Mashantucket Pequot Museum and Research Center and the Foxwoods Resort Casino.
The last few decades have seen the renaissance of several different Native American communities in the United States who have managed to revitalize marginal or depressed reservation economies and social infrastructures. In part, they have done so by mounting successful legal challenges that have resulted in the return of reservation lands to Indian nations. The operation of high-stakes bingo concerns on reservations, following the decision of Seminole Tribe of Florida v. Butterworth (), 1 has opened up new and lucrative industries for Native Americans. Following the passage of the  Indian Gaming Regulatory Act (), casino-style gambling is now the latest and most profitable possible economic enterprise on the reservation.
The Mashantucket Pequot most visibly exemplify Indian peoples who have negotiated and overcome several legal, logistical, and other hurdles to establish themselves as a potent economic, cultural, and political force, not only in the local economy of New England but also in the larger nationally imagined and real spaces of ''Indian country.'' The Mashantucket Pequot's casino, Foxwoods, is the most successful Indian casino in the world: gross  John J. Bodinger de Uriarte profits for  are estimated in excess of  billion. A complementary and contrasting structure, the Mashantucket Pequot Museum and Research Center (), opened on the reservation on  August . The construction of this  million museum was funded by profits from the casino; it is the largest native-owned and operated museum facility in the Americas.
The two main commercial structures of the reservation, the museum and the casino complex, overlap in their articulation of representative and representational space, and both structures create different and complex strategies for attracting and engaging visitors. While the casino is crucial as an economic generator, the museum is an important site wherein the Mashantucket Pequot produce authenticating narratives and images, both as American Indians in general and Mashantucket Pequot in particular. The 's significant independent funding affects their ability to successfully enact the scope of their vision and projects. While the Mashantucket Pequot Museum and Research Center can be read as part of an entertainment complex, it is also an important museum and a scholarly research center. The  indicates how the Mashantucket Pequot utilize discourses and practices of museum curatorship and science-including anthropology and archaeology-to further validate their claims to a historical continuity with both putative Mashantucket Pequot ancestors and with the larger community of Indian peoples on the continent. 2 Accordingly, the scientific research and entertainment industries of the Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Nation provide key sites at which to investigate the articulation, representation, and materialization of native American ''identity''-racial and national, individual and collective-within the local community and the resonance of these constructions with popular understandings of ''Indianness'' in the national imaginary. 3 A number of things make the community at Mashantucket unique. The resident reservation population has grown from  to over  people within the last twenty-five years. Many of these members made an active choice of self-identification in joining the Mashantucket community, changing affiliations and understandings of their own ethnic, cultural, and/or tribal identity. Due to the absence of a large and long-standing reservation population, the establishment and enactment of traditional and community practices at Mashantucket involves an ongoing dynamic process of defining those practices. While this may reflect long-standing concepts of Native American cultural borrowing and adaptation, it also reflects cultural processes of self-definition.
Mashantucket presents a crowded convergence of multiple projectscommunity, industry, and identity-from an equally multiple historical Representing American Indian Identity at Mashantucket  background. In many important ways, it is not so much how the identity of the Mashantucket Pequot is imagined and maintained as it is how the identity at Mashantucket is imagined and projected, both to the community at Mashantucket and to its industries' tourists and visitors. The emphasis, if elusive, is thus: the continuity of the Mashantucket Pequot identity has suffered a number of historic devastating blows, including colonial wars and the far-reaching mid-twentieth-century reductions of reservation lands and population. Particularly evident has been a strategy for survival framed within an elastic identity, one able to shift tribal affiliation or ethnic identification while maintaining a recognition of significant antecedents and a sense of remaining Mashantucket Pequot. What has been reassembled as a community at Mashantucket owes as much to genealogical and biological reckoning as it does to a recognition of an imagined community. Indeed, it can be argued that the promise of intentional community, as well as opportunity, was highly influential in many members' choices to establish reservation residency.
Let me try to offer an introduction to this site through a narrative of my own first experience of Foxwoods.
First Encounter: May , Mashantucket Pequot Reservation
Having finished my meetings with reservation members and assorted museum and library personnel, I decide to take a long walk through the casino complex and to find the small museum there. I pass through the main entrance, at the top of a long, arching driveway. Once inside, I find myself in an enormous atrium, complete with a twenty-foot waterfall spilling over rocks into a large fountain. Directly ahead lies the cocktail bar and lounge; to the left a mixed-gaming room. To the right is a room given over to slot machines and filled with the thick noise of jackpot bells and payoffs. In the center of this room, above the level of the machines, rests a new car-the grand prize for one of the cumulative slots. Outside of this room is a small case filled with Southwest Indian baskets and pottery, each with an identifying card. A nearby wall, between the case and the souvenir and information booth, holds a framed collection of portraits of the Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Council.
I head for the bar, then cut through it to reach an atrium beyond. This second atrium is at the intersection of the passageway leading to the tour bus drop-offs downstairs, a concourse leading back to the hotel, a third gaming room, a collection of virtual reality ''rides'' collectively called Cinetropolis, and the passageway from the main entrance. At the center of  John J. Bodinger de Uriarte the intersection stands an enormous fountain. Made of simulated rock, it is surrounded by four large, false trees, complete with branches that hug the ceiling and extend over the fountain's main pool. At the center of the fountain is a rising platform built of stone, heavily planted and topped with a flat platform. On it rests the gigantic figure of ''the Rainmaker, ' 'anIndian on one knee who holds a cocked bow fitted with an arrow pointing toward heaven; turning on its platform almost imperceptibly, the figure completes four revolutions per hour. Above the figure, the roof comes to a four-sided, peaked glass skylight, the light from outside playing on this milky, urethane figure. The bottom of the fountain's pool is filled with money: gaming chips, change, a few waterlogged bills. Five minutes before the hour, automated blackout curtains slide up to cover the skylight. Fog billows out from beneath the central platform, and hidden lights play across the twelve-foothigh figure. Projected against the skylight's blackout curtains is a small assortment of patterns with a generic ''Native'' pictographic quality: a spiral, a crooked arrow, a buffalo, an eagle. With the sound of an eagle's screech, a recorded narrative plays through nearby speakers:
Long ago before the Ancient Ones, the land still stood under a heavy blanket of snow several miles thick. As the climate gradually warmed, the giant freeze began to melt; for a thousand years great rivers flowed, eroding, forming and re-arranging the earth's landscape.
Gradually, a summer began to take place. Trees from warmer climates began to edge northward. The first were spruce, fir, birch and the great oak.
Game such as caribou, bison, mastodon, elk, giant beaver and the woolly mammoth were the first explorers of this land. They were soon followed by the giant game hunters. Later, nomads in search of food first came to this area as seasonal hunters, retreating southward as the harsh winters came.
The climate became warmer. This warming, along with the use of fire and animal skins for protection, encouraged these first people to stay and eventually settle this land.
These people believed that the spirits controlled their destiny. A displeased spirit could cause drought, thunder, and even death. When pleased, these spirits could bring sun, rain, and bounties of food and game. Soon man came to believe he must honor, respect, and pay homage to the power of these spirit gods, for they, not man, controlled destiny. 4 A red laser bolt shoots out the end of the arrow and catches the swirling mist and fog playing against the ceiling. The show ends with a thunder-Representing American Indian Identity at Mashantucket  clap, marking the beginning of a ''rainstorm.'' Water falls from the ceiling near the figure and pours from the branches overhanging the fountain, reaching a crescendo of water and thunder. Then the lights come up, the blackout curtains slide back into their recesses, and the rain stops.
Throughout this five-minute show, casino visitors come and go, some stopping to watch or to toss in coins or chips ''for luck.'' The nearby cart vendors carry on their business. One is selling t-shirts from the last year's Schemitzun, or Green Corn Festival, and a small monitor plays a videotape from the event. The next vendor hawks sweatshirts and souvenirs for the upcoming Special Olympics in Hartford, which will be partially sponsored by the Mashantucket Pequot. Stretching past a section of Victorian façade and on toward the futuristic arcade Cinetropolis, the concourse's enormous windows overlook the Connecticut hills and forests, some of the landscape already being mapped out for future development by the reservation's architects. The surrounding trees and supporting rocks of the fountain and statue share nothing with the gingerbread of the concourse storefronts, but the Rainmaker's narrative provides a pre-historic introduction for what is to come.
Embedded within this foregrounded moment are many of the questions that arise at Mashantucket. One important issue is the blurring of spectacular, Las Vegas-style visual displays with the sober, didactic placards of the display-cased artifacts near the casino's main entrance. Another is the way in which popular discourses and stereotypes of Indians are incorporated within an enormously successful economic enterprise fully owned and operated by Indian people. Obviously, my ''instant recognition'' of the figure in the fountain as ''Indian'' participates in the popular imagining of the American Indian male: highly stylized, bare-chested and well-muscled, dressed in breechcloth and moccasins, and brandishing a bow and arrow. 5 But the figure's location at an intersection between gambling rooms, surrounded by a pool of money and a clockwork rainstorm, with the Connecticut landscape made clear through the glass walls of the atrium, is a central part of the vast endeavor of the Mashantucket Pequot. This endeavor reflects, in part, certain goals of the Indian gaming industry: how to utilize the popular and self-imaginings of an essentialized or naturalized Indian, emphasized in dominant historical narratives, in conjunction with contemporary views of native peoples very much at home with modern projects like real estate development, donations to national charities, and the resort and gambling industry.
The Rainmaker show is an epiphanal moment that problematizes a clear unilinear understanding of the configuration of Indian identity at Mashantucket. Highly advanced, modern technologies are employed in  John J. Bodinger de Uriarte evoking the primordial: the ''Indian,'' oozing fog and dripping moisture, kneels within a specially constructed fountain that emphasizes the natural. The accompanying spoken narrative places an unspecified Other in the dim mists of the past. The small mention that unseen beings or forces, not ''man,'' control destiny is a perfect aside for casino patrons. A continuity is thereby traced from the end of the Ice Age to an emerging present and an undetermined future.
The Invented Indian: A Reconsideration
Native American reservation communities, whose boundaries describe their differences from surrounding states and from the federal government, dramatically foreground the concepts of imagined communities, created traditions, and constructed identities. That these boundaries also determine a community's ability to participate in the Indian gaming industry is a source of increasing tension among Native Americans and local/state authorities.
Foxwoods and the Mashantucket Pequot Museum and Research Center are integral parts of a nation-building effort, parts that provide legitimate symbolic capital for narratives of historical and essential continuity. The concept of nation is a key focus; an American Indian nation as the principal site of investigation draws many key tenets of an ''imagined nation'' paradigm into sharp relief. The idea of contingent national identities is only made more clear through a national entity described as ''domestic and dependent. '' 6 Theories of ''constructed'' and ''invented'' traditions extend in at least two directions. The first leads to an examination of practice. Communities, like nations, prefer to imagine themselves, as Benedict Anderson (: -) has suggested, ''loom[ing] out of an immemorial past, and...glid [ing] into a limitless future.'' He also suggested that communities should be distinguished, not according to a measure of falsity or genuineness, but ''by the style in which they are imagined'' (ibid). The mechanics of this national imagination, or what can be understood as the ''tangible practices'' of identity (Comaroff and Comaroff : ), recognize tradition as a deliberately selective and connecting process that offers historical and cultural ratification of a contemporary order (Williams : ). Tradition, a project of the present practiced by an active utilization of the past, in part legitimates contemporary practices by imagining them as unbroken continuities both distant and time-honored. On a micro and practical level, the Mashantucket Pequot's selfconstruction includes the incorporation and adaptation of different cultural Representing American Indian Identity at Mashantucket  performances, such as dance and song forms for powwows, 7 but the location of traditional practices cannot be limited to those recaptured, renewed, or refashioned from the past. The community at Mashantucket has an ongoing project of establishing new traditions to carry forward, such as Indian gaming, real estate development, and diversified investments and industries. The construction of tradition paradigm enables a way of looking at contemporary practices-not only those that fit a popular conception of ''tradition'' as coming from the past, but also those that are in the midst of establishing new, emergent traditional practices. The invention of culture-tradition, community, and identity-is a powerful battlefield both for a critique of ongoing processes as well as of the defining process itself.
The identity of the Mashantucket Pequot must be realized in the same light. A large number of tribal members have moved to the reservation, establishing a new community that will, in turn, support a common and particular identity as Mashantucket Pequot. The identity practices carried on through the highly visible sectors of the casino complex present a number of different narratives used in the process of identity formulation and representation. In large part, the Mashantucket Pequot draw from a generalized, pan-tribal Indian identification. Evidence of this can be seen in the design schemes of the casino complex that emphasize a ''Native American'' motif: the ''buckskin'' minidresses and single-feather headdresses of the cocktail servers; ''basket-weave'' patterns and the use of ''tribal colors'' in the floor tiling; the scattered display cases in the atriums and hallways of the casino filled with collections of traditional southwestern-style Indian pottery-complete with small, explanatory placards-and contemporary Indian bronzes; and the large bronze statues of Indian figures throughout the building. A particularized Mashantucket Pequot identity is also being supported, perhaps most interestingly, with the Rainmaker statue and its voice-over historical narrative. This narrative reconfigures a natural or ''neutral'' history by presenting a pre-peopled state, then sketches in an implied continuity from post-Ice Age peoples to current Mashantucket Pequots, primordializing the affirmation of a present identity based on a connection to a limitless past (Geertz ; Brow ).
The Mashantucket Pequot are not closed-community survivals but a group busy defining just what their cultural and reservation perimeters embrace. As such, Mashantucket provides an ideal site for examining contradictions of anthropology and history-those that not only place a people out of history (Wolf ) but also out of the industries of self-reference and self-construction. Mashantucket represents the possibility of clearly examining not only the processes of culture and tradition construction but also the discursive processes entered to discuss these  John J. Bodinger de Uriarte projects. The reciprocal perspective necessary in such an engagement with the community at Mashantucket allows for analysis of the contingency of authenticating practices, both those within Mashantucket and those with Mashantucket as their critical focus. 8 Finally, the creation of the American Indian subject-a representational project not limited to anthropology but extended through domains of state and federal government, photography, art, and literature-is integral in the imagination and construction of the nation that is the United States.
The constructed ethnicities, constructed identities, and constructed nationalisms that increasingly find themselves critical foci in anthropology and other disciplines depend on a common element-that of representational display. Authenticating these multiple facets of identity making often depends on the relating of a complex narrative augmented by images, objects, or locations that convey or in themselves represent resonant structures of meaning. The photographs of ancestors, the objects of ritual or heritage, and the land itself stand as evidence of a continued and continuous interaction with a located identity. But these registers do not work by only looking backward, by only positioning objects of the past within narratives of tradition located in the present (Williams ).
The Museum: Site of Negotiation, Space for Contemplation
The continuity suggested in the Rainmaker narrative is traced large within the . After walking through an initial gallery that provides an overview of enterprises on the reservation during the last twenty-five years, the visitor steps onto an escalator and descends through the heart of a simulated glacier. One is then guided from this Ice Age starting point past mastodons and dire wolves; precontact villages; postcontact trade, disease, and massacre; and reservation life in its many historical stages. This last part of the journey is made along floor-to-ceiling glass walls that overlook the woods of the reservation, with a re-created eighteenth-century farmstead in the near distance. The visitor finishes in a room with oversize black-andwhite photo portraits of current tribal members, filled with a sound wash of overlapping oral histories. 9 Or, in the words of the museum and research center's marketing department: , years ago a Native people were the first inhabitants of Southeastern Connecticut, home today to the Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Nation. Now you can discover the rich heritage and traditions of this remarkable people in a new state-of-the-art Native American museum.
Representing American Indian Identity at Mashantucket  Life-size dioramas, historic artifacts, fine art, films, videos, and interactive media all combine to capture the history, culture and changing way of life of the Pequots and other Northeast woodland tribes. Descend through a glacial crevasse. Wander inside a th-century village. Tour a  farmstead. Travel through more than , years to discover the heart and life of a nation and its people. 10
The  is an important site for examining issues of articulated and displayed cultural identity. Museums are particularly significant as traditional spaces for the exhibition of narratives of the past, and the museum at Mashantucket is located at a dynamic intersection of identity and community building. Both ownership and placement of the museum reflect a connection to an essentialized and naturalized historical presence.
Its companion structure-the casino complex-also incorporates historical and cultural displays within a spectacular entertainment space that serves as a powerful economic generator. The connection between the casino complex and the museum and research center is not only one of ownership and economy but also one that articulates diverse elements from discourses of history, nature, tradition, and community. Using elements from these discourses, the two structures can be read as counterindicative and countersupporting industries that generate both material and symbolic capital.
One crucial aspect of the museum and casino is the fact that the structures exist at all, especially as such state-of-the-art facilities. Both use displayed and intensified narratives of Indianness, of a specific Mashantucket Pequot attachment to and placement in the landscape, and of configurations of history specific to the projects at the reservation. The financial success and growing development serve as powerful supporting narratives for the entire museum and casino experience. Further, the museum's location on the reservation, both as a point within an Indian nation and as a counterpoint to the expanding casino and resort complex, also fits into the projected narrative of identity that must be realized as a part of the museum. Re-presentation necessarily changes the dynamics of the past by relocating them within a present and ongoing now.
A History of the Mashantucket Pequot: Death and Rebirth
In  the Mashantucket Pequot Reservation had two residents; Elizabeth George Plouffe and her half sister, Martha Langevin Ellal. After their deaths, the state of Connecticut planned to turn the Mashantucket Reserva- John J. Bodinger de Uriarte tion into a state park. When Plouffe passed away in , her grandson Skip Hayward quit his job at a nearby New London submarine facility to take up full-time residency on the reservation. 11 He also set the goal of repopulating Mashantucket by encouraging the return of actual and potential tribal members. By , the tribal government was reorganized, and there were fifty-five members listed on the tribal rolls. Hayward was elected leader of the tribal council at the first annual meeting in ; he was consistently reelected until November . Currently Hayward is vice chairman.
Following the tribal government's reorganization, Hayward and the tribal council began researching and defining tribal membership. One of the requirements for membership was Native blood quantum, a concept of American Indian identification introduced with the Allotment Act of . The act was designed to transfer reservation lands from communal property to private property and, in so doing, to decrease both tribal landholdings and recognized tribal populations. 12 Blood quantum reckoning became a major factor in figuring eligibility for inclusion under the federal management of Indian affairs. Currently, one-sixteenth is the minimum blood quantum considered by the federal government to make a legitimate claim of tribal belonging. Individual tribes set their own limits, either at this level (like the Mashantucket Pequot 13 ) or greater. The Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Council decided to recognize members able to prove descent from the tribal rolls recorded in the Indian supplement to the - census. 14 Tribal members were granted two-acre house lots on the reservation and opportunities in possible tribal businesses. The council found, as it contacted potential tribal members, that many were living elsewhere and were sometimes identified with other tribes. Individuals with strong ties of kinship to other tribes, and whose sense of belonging was involved in other communities, were among those asked to change communal and legal designations in an effort to create a reinforced population base.
Maple syrup manufacturing, hog farming, and cutting and selling cordwood were some of the reservation's first business projects. Initially, these projects were funded by a mixture of grants from state, federal, and local sources. Hayward also initiated legal action for the return of tribal lands and for federal recognition as an Indian tribe. Thomas Tureen, attorney with the Native Americans Rights Fund, reviewed the Mashantucket Pequot claims against Connecticut, and the tribe filed suit for recovery of lands in .
The  Mashantucket Pequot Indian Claims Settlement Act (Public Law -, Title  .... -) combined the Pequot petition for federal recognition with the settlement of the  suit, award-Representing American Indian Identity at Mashantucket  ing , to buy back tribal lands. Using this money to buy land and make housing improvements, Hayward looked into other ways to generate capital for the reservation. He traveled to Florida to meet with Seminole chief James Billy. The Seminole had recently won their landmark court case to establish a high-stakes bingo concern on reservation land, and it was the first such establishment in the United States. The precedent-setting case opened the door to high-stakes bingo on reservations across the country.
Following his meeting with Billy, Hayward returned to Connecticut to pursue opening a high-stakes bingo operation at Mashantucket. The tribe's bingo hall, Foxwoods, opened in . Following its quick success (an estimated gross of  million in the first year) and the passage of the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act in , plans were made to extend the operation to include casino-style gambling. The casino was completed in , but its opening was delayed until February  due to court battles with the state. Foxwoods then boasted a complete array of gambling attractions, lacking only slot machines, any casino's biggest moneymaker. In , through careful and strategic planning, the Mashantucket Pequot Gaming Enterprise (the casino corporate entity of the Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Nation) negotiated a compact with the state that not only allowed class III gaming (includes bingo, table games, and slot machines) but also secured a monopoly on slot machine operation in Connecticut. In exchange for the monopoly, the tribal nation agreed to give the state  percent of the slots' take or a minimum of  million per year.
The efforts to encourage and regulate the Indian gaming industry provide an interesting parallel to and possible consequence of nineteenthcentury efforts to bring ''the Indian'' into the ''intelligent selfishness'' of capitalism and citizenship (Berkhofer ). The  Indian Gaming Rights Act presents a new strategy incorporating some of these earlier views, with some phenomenal successes. Indian gaming has become the fundamental economic development initiative for Indian nations in the United States. By the end of ,  tribes had a total of  gaming compacts with  states (Johnson ; see also McCulloch ). The most recent count finds that  federally recognized tribes participate in either class II or class III gaming; there are  tribal-state gaming compacts with twenty-nine states. 15 Foxwoods, and the Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Nation, provide the most remarkable example. Located within approximately two hours driving distance for over twenty million people, Foxwoods grossed over an estimated  million in ; in , that figure grew to over  billion-almost one-fifth of that year's total Indian Gaming Gross Revenue in the United States (. billion). 16 The entire complex-gaming and public  John J. Bodinger de Uriarte areas, hotels, and restaurants-includes . million square feet, , of which are devoted to gambling. It employs over eleven thousand people, placing it within the top five employers in Connecticut. Under its  compact with the state, Connecticut received over  million from the tribal nation by  (Greenberg : A). The Mashantucket Pequot payment ranks second only to the federal government in direct financial contributions to the state.
While the growth in Indian gaming is nothing short of phenomenal, it must be seen as part of a national explosion in the industry. The most recent wave of the gambling business in this country began with the legalization of gambling in the state of Nevada in . State-sanctioned lotteries began anew in the United States, at least in this century, in New Hampshire in . In , legal gambling was extended to Atlantic City, New Jersey. Between  and , eight states authorized commercial casino gaming, 17 and by July , some form of gambling was legal in forty-eight of the fifty states. In the most recent comprehensive figures available, for , the gross annual wager (the amount wagered on all forms of regulated gambling) was . billion. The gross revenue for that year was . billion.
This source for significant independent funding effects the Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Nation's ability to successfully enact the scope of its vision and projects for the Mashantucket Pequot Museum and Research Center. While the  can be read as part of an amusement complex, it also functions as an important museum and a scholarly research center. The two main commercial structures of the reservation, the museum and the casino complex, overlap in their articulation of representative and representational space and act as key production centers for the reservation community and for the complex identities that the structures help represent.
Cultural hegemony is not a structure but an evolving process, one that defines cultural practices through ongoing enactments (Bourdieu ; Gramsci ). At Mashantucket, the dynamics of such practices are heightened. Through a combination of economic power and the reassembly of community, the assertion of a Mashantucket Pequot identity is active and vital. If community can be defined as a group that shares a subjective sense of belonging together and a process of self-identification (Brow , , ; Weber ; Anderson ), this identification can be recognized as a contested field supporting a number of active fronts. In Mashantucket, these fronts include arenas of public image presented to the community surrounding the reservation, the national community, the national pan-Indian community, and the community of the reservation itself.
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On Location: The Effects of Emplacement
The Foxwoods casino complex emphasizes the ''American Indian'' in general and the Mashantucket Pequot in particular as thematic locations for extended narratives of the exotic; its placement at Mashantucket further emphasizes these thematics. This original direction has itself transmogrified since the beginning of gaming at the reservation. The first casino, built as an expansion on the original bingo hall, emphasized a connection to the land at Mashantucket. The main gaming room incorporated a wall of glass that overlooked the Great Cedar Swamp-a site important to a particular Mashantucket Pequot creation myth, the coming of the persecuted survivors from the Pequot War to Mashantucket. Here localized legendor an exoticized specific historical rendition of Pequot origins at Mashantucket-became part of the casino's public space and the visitor's experience. Things ''generally'' or ''popularly'' Indian were worked through such other public registers as employee costumes and uniforms, interior design motifs, large-scale sculpture, and the small, cased collections of ''Indian artifacts.''
Foxwoods not only survived its early beginnings but went on to be a defining standard for Indian casinos in the United States, and the emphases of its constructions have changed. The generalized Indian is now less foregrounded, and Foxwoods, like contemporary casinos in Las Vegas, includes itself and its immediate surroundings in its collection of referents. The exotic or exoticized narrative of ''the Indian'' shifted as the genre of ''Indian casinos'' changed from anomaly to an established and powerful industry.
But the success of the Mashantucket Pequot has come at a significant price. This emerging Indian nation has become a lightning rod for a number of volatile issues in the larger Indian community, the political economy of the region, and the United States. The legitimacy of the Mashantucket Pequot's self-identification as an American Indian tribal nation has been challenged by Anglo-Americans-and other Indian tribal peoples as well-as being inauthentic in arenas ranging from cultural practices to phenotypical appearance and blood-quantum reckoning. Paradoxically these often-pejorative constructions have also provided, and continue to provide, the Mashantucket Pequot and other Native Americans with the means of asserting claims to sovereignty. These claims make accessible resources not available to other marginalized and subjugated groups in the United States. In a larger context, therefore, Mashantucket Pequot attempts at self-definition and autonomy must be understood as often antagonistic-but always related-processes of contestation between local definitions and discourses of self and the dominant narratives of racial  John J. Bodinger de Uriarte essences and cultural stereotypes that pervade the historical encounters between a majority ''America'' and this America's Indian ''other.'' This must necessarily include the curious role of the Native American in U.S. history, both as tragically erased opponent and as integral figure in the imagination of an ''American'' history. Understanding the politics and poetics of the  and the casino complex is crucial not only to achieving an understanding of the dynamics of local community formation but also for understanding the entangled and continually transforming histories of the United States and Indian nations-in-the-making. Another stands at Foxwoods. John Holder, a former draftsman with Electric Boat, designed the Rainmaker. Holder moved to Mashantucket in , when fewer than fifty people lived on the reservation. When the casino was expanded, he was charged with the task of creating a spectacular sculpture that would parallel the fantastic thematic constructions of Las Vegas casinos. The crossroads where the Rainmaker is featured is designed as a town square, and a number of different ideas were floated for filling this public space, including elves, a glass castle, and a Native American storyteller. Skip Hayward mentioned he had seen the statue by Houser and had been impressed by it. Holder and then-Foxwoods Chief Executive Officer Al Luciani decided to take the Sacred Rain Arrow a few steps further by making it twelve feet tall as well as translucent and by changing Houser's original Apache figure to one featuring eastern woodlands clothing and artifacts. It was Holder's idea to create an indoor thunderstorm.
Holder worked painstakingly to design the Rainmaker. , it is indicative of the long-standing and unclear yet proprietary relationship between the federal government and the distinct communities, nations, and peoples of Native America.  Schemitzun, or the Mashantucket Pequot's Green Corn Dance, is a yearly dance and drum competition that is organized along the same lines as regional and national powwows. It offers the largest cash-prize purses in the nation.  The metacultural practice of construction within the realms of critique and cultural practice mobilizes a concept of authenticity that resists fixing. Indeed, the notion of authenticity itself can be realized as an unfixed authenticating device, one in which the multiple users, pro and con, draw from similar wells of knowledge and knowledge resources.  The problematics of ethnographic/portrait photography, combined with subject-generated narratives and exhibition design, is explored further in Bodinger de Uriarte .  Taken from a full-page advertisement in Smithsonian magazine, July , .  Unbroken occupation of reservation lands is one of the most important criteria for federal recognition.  Under the act, tribal members had to prove blood heritage to be eligible for individually deeded -acre land parcels the federal government was carving out of reservation lands. Ability to prove a quantum of one-half or more ''Indian blood'' was necessary. Following this act (between  and ) Native American landholdings fell nationally from  million to  million acres. See Jaimes .  During the Mashantucket Pequot's most aggressive repopulation efforts, tribal membership was decided using the one-sixteenth standard. 
